During the night, there was a noise at the door. Perhaps it was someone at the front, but no one was there.

The noise woke me up. I thought it might be a burglar, but there was no one.

I asked my husband to check on it, but he said it was just the wind.

After a while, I decided to go to sleep again. I was tired and didn't want to be awake all night.
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Consequently, she reported to moi that the relationship was not good. Based on the recommendation, we recommended to the board, apart from information on who had different aims than the Qld.

She was not the only one who didn't want to stay. We pulled up the issue of whether the information could be used in the future.

It was not clear how the situation was handled, but it seemed to have been resolved. We didn't think it was necessary to discuss it with the board as the situation was handled as it was.

Regarding the issue of the address, it was recommended that it be removed. It was noted that the person in question had been in another location for a long time, and that information was provided.

The information was handled in a normal manner, and the situation was considered.

The board was not informed of the previous incident, but it was noted that the address was removed.

As there was no further information, it was decided to close the case with a comment.
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29.1.99 - 11:30 am. Board meeting in the North Par's office. To discuss:
- BCH meeting
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in a case, we saw a black
record. The black
record contained
information about
the suspect.

On other occasions, we saw
redacted documents. It
was unclear what the
information in these
documents contained.

On one occasion, we saw
a document that
appeared to be
redacted. It was
difficult to
understand the
information in
this document.

On another occasion, we saw
a document that
appeared to be
redacted. It was
difficult to
understand the
information in
this document.

On no occasion did we
see a document that
appeared to be
redacted. It was
difficult to
understand the
information in
this document.

Supposedly, these documents
were redacted to
prevent them from
being used.

Check if there is a reason
for it.

 rash was what occasionedmissed one with

How wrong? not sure which way do go confused

Deny actions between

Description of mouth, holding hands? No holding hands but

not in public

How wrong? a goodnight run through?
Discussed with Pete's Finch book (Horne) to clarify position.

Are we going to have an event? At least one.

In Tropical Van Box: act, react?
- told of charges being put on her
- asked on our counsel? - could not remember much
- then said clearly the above were wrong,Cap and I asked if they told of their meeting with her
- explained - structured
- been together? - maybe in several occasions (redacted)
- dating? - no (eventually admitted, probably)
- billing,68,68?

Didn't think was really wrong.
Discuss moved mainly on those economies

[Redacted]

- not admitted that she makes

Well...

- held on V.D. a discussion
- has not admitted that she makes a

[Redacted]
For Bar. Can you do that? I want to make a decision
about that. I think about acts of
adultery, of which one can count on our hand, the
relationship ended,

In June, the case came to light. It is reported
when came home, expecting further

I am doing now nothing, denied any involvement or
part.

Mr. explained to me an absence of sending a

dead conduct with the

Full of deception do understand, in some unusual

previous to take the reinstatement.

showed, at 3.19, again as above.

Not a different type

said that he been very concerned with

on 17.9.

As usual, for no reason.
19-7-99

Redacted.

To align with an opinion of public exposure along with restrictions such as commenting on meetings in participating in other events.

Also, encouragement to work on marriage and professional documents for procedure.

Tab 12: 11 shows the limits for restrictions placed.

Redacted.

Additional notes on another page:

Encouraged to report meeting proceedings.

And elders apply study programs to moderate progress.

Redacted.

Box:

Appears to have broken contact.

Redacted.

Appears to have broken contact.

Redacted.

Redacted.

Redacted.

Redacted.

Redacted.
We shall pass on G.F.R. on not being present at any Approved

Due to positive response to counsel given in previous discussions with Judicial Committee, has restrictions placed on commenting, prayer, etc, during meetings. For time will progress made to extent restrictions lifted, removed.

Point on raising etc, on above shown Hub at 31 319

Encourage to maintain marriage relationship (v. 17 s. 11-12.)

We emphasize RSD (enough ready explain scriptural version on last 3 paragraphs.)

Consider seriously sins shared together, separately/private. Seek help of elders here or in CMS

Told both of restrictions on one another. Being husband & wife, out of consideration for each other.
Discipline on delay w/ P65.
- shown incorr. of dating w/ abbot w/... do again establish counsel previously given.
- James 5:14: Two spiritually low persons.
- needing attention to progress spiritually.
- program instituted to help of study with spirituist sister.

In accord of restrictions - comments to all members.
- parts of books.
- encouraged to attend & prepare for all meetings.
- of field service.

[Handwritten note:]
Acknowledgement about returning home, due to family problems could be slightly later. (P) of BCG & BCI future.
- message. The freedom enjoyed in these 2 months to be continued by my own.
- worried about announcement from platform; assured this.
To counsel on talking too much to many others (including writing letters to friends) about situation:

Thess 5:13 applies - even talking of family matters to BCI, unloving to members.

(letter written to BCI before prior to counsel given) about gossiping.

BCI's response since talked to a confidant has talked to BCI about their feelings on it, discussing topics she has no right to.


(15:2) = speak upbuilding, not gossip.